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About CyberTwice

CyberTwice, a Dutch ISV (Independent Software Vendor) developing and delivering Azure-
based applications, which make surveillance & communications streams (audio and video) 

available and usable in MS Teams. Allowing enterprises around the globe to Capture, Control,
and use (Communicate) these streams to optimize their business processes whilst ensuring 

compliance (Comply).
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ATTEST for Teams is easy to deploy, available as a transactable offer in the Azure Marketplace and is co-

sell ready.

SSO, user matching through Active Directory.

A critical component of A TTEST for Teams is the Recording Bot in Azure: the capture engine that combines high performance

with a small footprint.

Azure Blob Storage is an integral part of ATTEST for Teams; based on the selected retention period, you either

temporarily buffer (e.g., 2-3 days) or store meeting recordings for a more extended period (months, years). With the extensive

filter options in the Teams-based ATTEST Replay app, you'll quickly find what you seek and have instant insights available.

Highest Security Standards; ATTEST for Teams adopted Microsoft security standards such as encryption, secure

transport and Azure Key Vault.

ATTEST for Teams captures your Microsoft Teams video and audio recordings of 1-on-1 calls and multiple-user meetings using

your desktop, Teams desk phone, or the Teams app on your mobile device. When facilitated by our CyberGate solution you can

combine this with the recordings of your connected IP devices as Cameras, Intercoms, and Paging systems.

ATTEST for Teams is integrated with Azure Cognitive Services for wide-ranging analytics tasks and through API with various

surveillance and business intelligence solutions.

ATTEST for Teams, ATTEST and Azure
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ATTEST Replay, available in the Microsoft Teams Store and AppSource is a comprehensive search and replay app 
integrated into Microsoft Teams with a wide range of search features, an integration with Azure Cognitive Services for 
wide-ranging Analytics tasks, and an open API to several Business Intelligence and surveillance solutions.

ATTEST for Teams, ATTEST Replay
“Quickly find what you seek and get immediate insights”



ATTEST Replay, in combination with Azure Cognitive Services, offers smart analytics functions. Captured meetings can be 
played back, including synchronized transcripts that can be used for keyword searches and further analysis with Azure Text 
analytics and Azure Video Indexer.

ATTEST for Teams, ATTEST Replay
“Quickly find what you seek and get immediate insights”



For more information:

https://www.cybertwice.com/attest

or

Azure Marketplace

https://www.cybertwice.com/attest
https://azuremarketplace.microsoft.com/en-us/marketplace/apps/cybertwicebv1586872140395.attest_teams?tab=Overview
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